A Peek at Our Week
Week 11: October 25-29, 2021
preschool.north-hills.org

Academic
Letters:
● reviewing letters Mm and Nn
● practicing vowel and consonant
words and blends
● Mm blends
(ma, me, mi, mo, mu)

K4: pre-kindergarten
4 years old by 10/01/2017

Spiritual
Bible stories:
● Review: David & Goliath and
David is Kind
● Elijah at Mt. Carmel
Review Bible verse:
● Isaiah 43:5

Numbers:
● reviewing counting 1-30
● reviewing number concepts 1-7
Writing:
● tracing and writing letters Mm
and Nn
● writing number 5

Physical
The kids are given a homework
packet each week to help strengthen
what they learned in the classroom.
One of the worksheets is tracing and
coloring a pumpkin. This activity
helps the child with their fine motor
skills by tracing the dotted line and
coloring inside the lines.

Social/Emotional

During Language Development, the
kids will be learning about their
different senses such as: tasting,
smelling, hearing, and touching.
During this time they will be told
about what the different senses are
and connect them to their bodies.
For example, the teacher will point
to their ear and ask the students
what we use our ears for and the
students will answer, “Hearing!”

Things to Know
●

Our annual Harvest Chapel will premiere on the North Hills
YouTube channel on Wednesday, October 27, at 9:30 a.m.
(youtube.com/c/NorthHillsChurchVallejo).

●

Fall Picture Day will be on Wednesday, October 27.
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Academic

PS 2/PS 3: 2.9 years old to 3’s

Spiritual

Letters:
● introducing the name and sound
of letter Gg

Bible stories:
● Adam and Eve
● Noah Obeys God, parts 1 and 2
● God’s Promise to Abraham
● Isaac the Promised Son

Numbers:
● reviewing number concept 5
● counting to 25

Memory verses:
● Psalm 118:1 and Isaiah 43:5

Writing:
● tracing and writing uppercase
and lowercase letter Gg
● tracing and writing number 5

Physical
●

●

The children will plant seeds in
cups. For the next several weeks,
the children will water the plants
and watch them grow.
The children will also pretend to be
different kinds of animals and
imitate how they move from one
place to another.

Social/Emotional
This week the children will learn
that God made animals move in
many different ways. They use their
bodies to get where they want to
go. Just like any other children, God
gave them legs so they can walk,
run, skip, and jump.
They will also learn about a special
place in the yard where they can
grow fruits, vegetables, and flowers.
God blesses our garden and gives
us some special helpers for our
garden.

Things to Know
●

Our annual Harvest Chapel will premiere on the North Hills
YouTube channel on Wednesday, October 27, at 9:30 a.m.
(youtube.com/c/NorthHillsChurchVallejo).

●

Fall Picture Day will be on Wednesday, October 27.
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